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Please note
IBM’s statements regarding its plans, directions, and intent are subject to change
or withdrawal without notice and at IBM’s sole discretion.
Information regarding potential future products is intended to outline our general
product direction and it should not be relied on in making a purchasing decision.
The information mentioned regarding potential future products is not a commitment,
promise, or legal obligation to deliver any material, code or functionality. Information about
potential future products may not be incorporated into any contract.
The development, release, and timing of any future features or functionality described for
our products remains at our sole discretion.
Performance is based on measurements and projections using standard IBM benchmarks
in a controlled environment. The actual throughput or performance that any user will
experience will vary depending upon many factors, including considerations such as the
amount of multiprogramming in the user’s job stream, the I/O configuration, the storage
configuration, and the workload processed. Therefore, no assurance can be given that an
individual user will achieve results similar to those stated here.
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App Dev Vision – Making it Fast and Easy

Extend
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Unleash

Enhance

Evolve
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What should I care about Domino and Node.js?
Benefits

Use Cases

• Reuse of existing code and data

• Create Extensible APIs with Ease

• New app opportunities

• Integrate with External Services

• Future proof, modern ecosystems

• New Power to Existing Databases

• Abundant skills
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mobile
desktop
apps

2) Existing Domino APIs proxy by
API Gateway to provide OAuth2
support

1) New REST APIs and
applications built in Node
accessing Domino services

Loopback API Gateway
IAM / OIDC / Passport
NPM DominoDB

NPM Domino Mail & C&S

Domino Web Server
(nHTTP)

gRPC

gRPC

gRPC

Node.js
Node.js
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Domino 10
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What does Full Stack Development with Domino V10 mean?

Express
Node

Express

React

> npm install dominoDB
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Domino
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Performance of gRPC
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Loopback
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As a Domino
Developer, what new
concepts do I need to
learn?
• Node.js
• Loopback (Express 4)
• Asynchronous Programming
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It Is Really Not That
Hard
Honest!

Demo
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Let’s see it in action: The tale of the Millennial Developer
• HCL hired a developer 3 weeks before IBM Think
• Gave him:

– a laptop
– running Domino Server
– Open Source of his choice
– > npm intstall dominoDB – prototype

• A time limit of 2 days to build something
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Demo
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Investing In Core NSF Model
Lotuscript Extension
Mobile App
And more . . .
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Questions we need your feedback on?
•
•
•
•

Which is your editor of choice? Visual Studio, Visual Studio Code, Atom, Sublime.
Which front-end framework do you want to use? VueJS, AngularJS, ReactJS, other?
Would you like HTTP and JSON requests in LotusScript?
Is a DAOS NPM package important?

Would you like a command line ability (or a slimmed down Designer) to:
• create databases and views, plus, import/export data.
• setup replication and encryption on fields via a form.
• shut off HTTP access to Domino.
• switch DAOS on/off.
Or Would you like a Designer plugin to Visual Studio?
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Q&A
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Summary
•

The complete solution will be shipped with
V10 by EOY

•

Subset of the functionality will be available
during the close beta

•

“NERD” Hackathon to be announced

•

Complete our survey:
http://bit.ly/DominoNode

•

Signup for our newsletter for more news:
https://www.ibm.biz/domino-newsletter
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Tuesday, May 22
9:00
11:45

Keynote and Opening General Session
Domino and the Cloud

Wednesday, May 23
8:00

Notes/Domino Performance

9:00

Roundtable: Notes Client & Designer

11:30

Domino 10: Just the Beginning (HCL)

12:30

The History of ND & the Events that Shaped us

13:30

Roundtable: Domino App Dev

13:30

ICS on Linux

13:30

Roundtable: Domino & Sametime

14:45

HCL Domino v10 the Foundation (HCL)

13:30

#Userblast

13:30

Next Generation Low Code (HCL)

14:45

What’s New in Notes, Sametime & Designer

16:00

Domino 10 TCO (HCL)

16:00

Top Secret: Domino Full Stack Dev.

16:00

10 for #Domino2025

17:00

Domino Mobile Apps

16:00

Right Path for Domino Apps

17:00

Verse Deep Dive

16:00

Roundtable: Verse: on Premises, Cloud
and Mobile
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Notices and disclaimers
• © 2018 International Business Machines Corporation. No part of
this document may be reproduced or transmitted in any form
without written permission from IBM.

• Performance data contained herein was generally obtained in a
controlled, isolated environments. Customer examples are
presented as illustrations of how those

• U.S. Government Users Restricted Rights — use, duplication or
disclosure restricted by GSA ADP Schedule Contract with IBM.

• customers have used IBM products and the results they may have
achieved. Actual performance, cost, savings or other results in
other operating environments may vary.

• Information in these presentations (including information relating
to products that have not yet been announced by IBM) has been
reviewed for accuracy as of the date of initial publication
and could include unintentional technical or typographical
errors. IBM shall have no responsibility to update this information.
This document is distributed “as is” without any warranty,
either express or implied. In no event, shall IBM be liable for
any damage arising from the use of this information, including
but not limited to, loss of data, business interruption, loss of
profit or loss of opportunity. IBM products and services are
warranted per the terms and conditions of the agreements under
which they are provided.
• IBM products are manufactured from new parts or new and used
parts.
In some cases, a product may not be new and may have been
previously installed. Regardless, our warranty terms apply.”
• Any statements regarding IBM's future direction, intent or
product plans are subject to change or withdrawal without
notice.
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• References in this document to IBM products, programs, or
services does not imply that IBM intends to make such products,
programs or services available in all countries in which
IBM operates or does business.
• Workshops, sessions and associated materials may have been
prepared by independent session speakers, and do not
necessarily reflect the views of IBM. All materials and discussions
are provided for informational purposes only, and are neither
intended to, nor shall constitute legal or other guidance or advice
to any individual participant or their specific situation.
• It is the customer’s responsibility to insure its own compliance
with legal requirements and to obtain advice of competent legal
counsel as to the identification and interpretation of any
relevant laws and regulatory requirements that may affect the
customer’s business and any actions the customer may need to
take to comply with such laws. IBM does not provide legal advice
or represent or warrant that its services or products will ensure
that the customer follows any law.

Notices and disclaimers
continued
• Information concerning non-IBM products was obtained from the
suppliers of those products, their published announcements or
other publicly available sources. IBM has not tested
those products about this publication and cannot confirm the
accuracy of performance, compatibility or any other claims
related to non-IBM products. Questions on the capabilities of
non-IBM products should be addressed to the suppliers of those
products. IBM does not warrant the quality of any third-party
products, or the ability of any such third-party products to
interoperate with IBM’s products. IBM expressly disclaims all
warranties, expressed or implied, including but not limited to,
the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a
purpose.
• The provision of the information contained herein is not intended
to, and does not, grant any right or license under any IBM patents,
copyrights, trademarks or other intellectual property right.
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• IBM, the IBM logo, ibm.com and [names of other referenced IBM
products and services used in the presentation] are trademarks of
International Business Machines Corporation, registered in many
jurisdictions worldwide. Other product and service names might
be trademarks of IBM or other companies. A current list of IBM
trademarks is available on the Web at "Copyright and trademark
information" at: www.ibm.com/legal/copytrade.shtml.

